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4.1 NanoStructures Laboratory

The NanoStructures Laboratory (NSL) at MIT (for-
merly the Submicron Structures Laboratory)
develops techniques for fabricating surface struc-
tures with feature sizes in the range from nanome-
ters to micrometers and uses these structures in a
variety of research projects. The NSL includes
facilities for lithography (photo, holographic electron
beam, ion beam, and x-ray), etching (chemical,
plasma and reactive-ion), liftoff, electroplating,
sputter deposition, and e-beam evaporation. Much
of the equipment and nearly all of the methods uti-
lized in the NSL are developed in house. Gener-
ally, commercial integrated circuit (IC) processing
equipment cannot achieve the resolution needed for
nanofabrication, and it lacks the required flexibility.
Research projects, described briefly below, fall into
four major categories: (1) development of
submicron and nanometer fabrication technology;
(2) nanometer and quantum-effect electronics; (3)
periodic structures for x-ray optics; spectroscopy
and atomic interferometry; and (4) crystalline films
on non-lattice-matching substrates.

4.2 Scanning Electron-Beam
Lithography Facility
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Since its inception in 1978, the Submicron Struc-
tures Laboratory (recently renamed the NanoStruc-
tures Laboratory) has relied on outside facilities,
most notably the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
in Washington, D.C., and IBM in Yorktown Heights,
New York, for scanning-electron-beam lithography
(SEBL). In November 1993 we received, as a
donation from IBM, an SEBL system, designated
the VS-2A, shown in figure 1.
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4.3 Spatial-Phase-Locked
Electron-Beam Lithography
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Figure 1. Photograph of VS-2A scanning-electron-beam
lithography system donated to MIT by IBM.

This is an experimental system based on many
years of IBM technology development in SEBL.
The VS-2A system will be the cornerstone of a new
SEBL facility located in Building 38. The new
facility should be in full operation by May 1994.

The goals of the new facility are to (1) provide the
MIT research community with an in-house SEBL
capability for writing directly on experimental device
substrates; (2) advance the state-of-the-art in
SEBL, particularly with regard to pattern placement
accuracy and long-range spatial phase coherence;
and (3) pattern x-ray nanolithography masks. Our
approach to improved pattern placement accuracy
is based on a new technique, recently invented at
MIT, called spatial-phase locking. It is expected
that the new SEBL facility will concentrate on
sub-100 nm electronic and quantum-effect devices
and optoelectronic devices such as DFB lasers and
channel dropping filters for wavelength-division mul-
tiplexing in optical communication systems.

Project Staff

James M. Carter, Juan Ferrera, Scott E. Silverman,
Professor Henry I. Smith, Vincent V. Wong

It is well known that scanning-electron beam lithog-
raphy can write extremely fine lines, -10 nm in thin
PMMA and -1 nm in AIF 3. However, because
writing fields in electron-beam lithography are quite
small (103 to 104 beam steps), large-area patterns
must be created by stitching together the small
fields, using a laser interferometer to provide X-Y
positioning information. However, it is often over-
looked that, due to instability and drift, the precision
with which this can be done is much poorer than
the resolution. Typically, stitching errors of 20 to 50
nm (often larger) are observed at field boundaries.

We have proposed to solve this problem by devel-
oping a technology we call spatial-phase-locked
electron-beam lithography (SPLEBL), which will
provide pattern placement accuracy and precision
finer than the resolution. A global fiducial grid is
placed on the substrate. The grid is created by
holographic lithography, ensuring long-range
spatial-phase coherence. It is transparent to the
beam, but enables a control computer to keep track
of the beam location by means of phase-locking
techniques and thus correct for any drift in the
system.

In order to demonstrate the efficacy of SPLEBL,
x-ray masks for distributed-feedback lasers and
channel-dropping filters were fabricated in collab-
oration with IBM's Thomas J. Watson Research
Center. These classes of devices have linewidths
of -115 nm and span many fields of the e-beam
lithography system. They require field stitching
errors of -1 nm for good performance. We have
achieved stitching errors below 2 nm and have
demonstrated sub-nanometer repeatability for
spatial-phase locking. Initial results are shown in
figures 2 through 4.
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Figure 3. Histogram of the phase difference between two successive frame acquisitions on a reference fiducial grating,
corrected for stage drift. The standard deviation value of 0.3 nm represents the repeatability or precision of spatial-
phase locking in 1-D for our experimental conditions: 8 periods of the 200 nm gold reference grating per viewing
window; 100 pA beam current at 50 kV; a p-n diode backscatter detector.
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Figure 4. Scanning-electron micrograph of a channel-dropping filter (CDF) grating (spatial period 230 nm) written across
four scan fields of the e-beam lithography system. The gratings, which are too fine to be seen directly, are made visible
via a moir6 between them and the SEM scan raster. The fiducial reference (spatial period = 380 nm) was put in the
substrate in advance. The quarter-wave phase step is clearly visible in the CDF grating, but no phase errors are visible
at the boundaries of the four scan fields.

4.4 X-Ray Nanolithography
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For several years, we have been developing the
tools and methods of x-ray nanolithography (i.e.,
sub-100 nm features). We have explored its the-
oretical and practical limitations, and endeavored to
make its various components (e.g., mask making,
resists, electroplating, sources, alignment, etc.) reli-
able and "user friendly". Because of the critical
importance of the x-ray mask technology, we
discuss this in a separate section (4.5).

Our sources for x-ray nanolithography are simple,
low-cost electron-bombardment targets, typically
CuL (A = 1.32 nm), separated by a 1.4 pm-thick
SiNx vacuum windows from helium-filled exposure
chambers. In the future we hope to replace the CuL
sources with higher flux plasma-based x-ray
sources.

For most applications that require multiple mask
alignment, we currently use a simple microscope-
based system which provides about 0.3 pm super-
position precision. We are also developing (see
section 4.6) a high precision mask alignment
system that should provide overlay approaching 1
nm.

In earlier research, we showed that for x-ray wave-
lengths longer than -0.8 nm, the range of the
photoelectron emitted when an x-ray photon is
absorbed in resist does not limit the resolution.
Down to feature sizes -20 nm, diffraction is the
major concern. By means of accurate electromag-
netic calculations, taking into account the vectorial
character of the electromagnetic field and the
dielectric properties of the absorber, we have
shown that when source spatial coherence is opti-
mized, diffraction does not limit resolution as
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severely as had been predicted by simple Fresnel
diffraction calculations.

Figure 5. Plot of maximum mask-sample gap, G, versus
minimum feature size, W, for two values of the parameter
Ux.

Figure 5 plots the maximum mask-to-sample gap,
G, versus minimum feature size, W, for two values
of the parameter a which connects gap and feature
size: G = oW 2/A. Modeling and experiment verify
that a can be as large as 1.5 while retaining good
process latitude.

For the linewidth range from 70 to 20 nm, mask-
substrate gaps must be below 5 pm. This is not a
problem in research but for manufacturing may be
unacceptable. For this reason, we investigated the
feasibility of using arrays of zone plates for
projection imaging with x-rays of either 4.5 nm or
-1.0 nm wavelength.

4.5 Improved Mask Technology for
X-Ray Lithography
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At feature sizes of 100 nm and below, the mask-to-
sample gap, G, must be less than -10 pm. We
have developed a mask configuration compatible
with this requirement in which the mask membrane
is flat to < 250 nm. We continue to make incre-
mental improvements in this technology aiming at a
process that will enable x-ray mask blanks to be
fabricated almost entirely with automated IC pro-
cessing equipment.

Our mask technology is based on low-stress, Si-rich
silicon nitride, SiNx. This material is produced in
the IC Laboratory at MIT in a vertical LPCVD
reactor. The resulting films are clean and uniform,
and x-ray mask membranes made from them are
extremely robust. They can be cleaned and pro-
cessed in conventional stations. Radiation
hardness remains a problem at dose levels corre-
sponding to production (i.e., millions of exposures)
but for research the material is quite suitable.

For absorber patterns we use both gold, Au, and
tungsten, W. Both can be obtained with near-zero
stress (i.e., < 107 MPa) which implies that pattern
distortion should be negligible (i.e., < 1 nm). The
gold is electroplated onto the membrane after resist
exposure and development using a specially
designed apparatus. The W is sputter deposited
and patterned by reactive-ion etching. During
sputter deposition, the plasma environment leads to
a nonuniform temperature distribution, which, in
turn, causes nonuniform stress. In order to ensure
uniform W stress over an entire membrane, a He-
backside temperature homogenization apparatus
was constructed. Heat is transferred to the mem-
brane from a heated aluminum block separated
from the membrane by a 1 mm gap. Results are
shown in figure 6. We verify the achievement of
stress < 107 MPa using a Linnik interferometer
equipped with a CCD, a frame grabber and special
purpose software that averages out-of-plane deflec-
tion over an entire frame.

3000 50 100 150 200 250
Minimum linewidth (nm)
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Figure 6. Plot of out-of-plane deflection (left ordinate) and stress (right ordinate) versus radial position for 300 nm-thick
W, sputter deposited at 2000C onto a SiNx x-ray mask membrane, with and without He backside temperature homogeni-
zation. A uniform zero stress is achieved with He, whereas stress is nonuniform without the He.

We have also constructed an apparatus that makes
precision measurements of membrane deflection in
response to gas pressure differential. This "bulge
tester" will enable us to make non-destructive mea-
surements of absorber stress in the low 106 MPa
range.

Patterning of x-ray masks is done by holographic
lithography for periodic structures but, for patterns
of arbitrary geometry, it is done by e-beam lithog-
raphy, either in the MIT e-beam facility or in collab-
oration with NRL or IBM. We use CAD tools at MIT
and convert the data into formats compatible with
the e-beam exposure systems. Data is shipped to
NRL or IBM by electronic mail. After e-beam expo-
sure, masks are shipped back to MIT by express
mail where development and Au electroplating are
carried out. This collaboration has already demon-
strated that patterning x-ray masks by e-beam can
be done remotely, and, by implication, that univer-
sity researchers with limited facilities can have
access to nanolithography via x-ray alone and do
not need to own or even visit an e-beam lithog-
raphy facility. Figure 7 shows an x-ray mask of a
coulomb-blockade device in which the finest line-
width in the 200 nm-thick electroplated gold is 40
nm.

For patterning x-ray masks with W absorber, a
reactive-ion-etching process is required which puts
considerable power into the membrane substrate.
Since membranes have very low thermal mass and
conductivity, we use He- backside cooling in a reac-
tive ion etcher. Membranes can be cooled to below
-20oC. At such low temperatures the isotropic
etching component is suppressed leading to highly
directional etching.

4.6 A High Precision Mask Alignment
System
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KY931214

Figure 7. Scanning-electron micrograph of an x-ray mask of a coulomb-blockade device (so-called "single-electron tran-

sistor") in which the tunnel-barrier gate is only 40 nm wide. The mask pattern was written by scanning-electron-beam

lithography at the Naval Research Laboratory, and the electroplating to 200 nm thickness was done at MIT.

In order for any lithographic technique to be of
general utility, a compatible alignment technique
must also be provided. The technique must be
capable of superposition precision that is a small
fraction of the minimum feature size. Previously,
we demonstrated a new scheme for aligning x-ray
masks to substrates that was based on the principle
of on-axis interference from gratings on the mask
and substrate that differ in spatial period (e.g., pi on
mask, P2 on the substrate). The interference
pattern was compared in spatial phase to a fixed
fiducial on the mask using a CCD camera and fre-
quency domain image analysis. An alignment stan-

dard deviation of 6 nm was achieved. The goal of
the present work is threefold: first, to improve the
superposition precision by an order of magnitude;
second, to fully automate the alignment process;
and third, to make the system compatible with
industrial x-ray lithography sources and steppers.
In order to improve the superposition precision, a
new alignment mark was designed that consists of
two adjacent gratings on the mask (p, and p2)
facing two complementary gratings on the substrate
(P2 and pi). The resulting on-axis interference
pattern consists of two sets of fringes of the same
spatial period which move in opposite directions.
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By matching them in spatial phase, one achieves
alignment. We believe that in conjunction with a
CCD and appropriate image processing, a superpo-

Figure 8. Alignment
mask and substrate.
in both X and Y.

sition precision below 1 nm can be achieved.
Figure 8 illustrates the basic principle.

marks containing a (pl, P2) pair for X alignment and a (pi, P2) pair for Y alignment. (a) Marks for
(b) Depiction of interference pattern that would be obtained when mask and substrate are aligned

A new X, Y, Z, 8 stage is being constructed which
incorporates high-resolution closed-loop drives and
piezos with sub-nanometer repeatability. A wide
variety of masks and wafers can be accommo-
dated, including the NIST and MIT mask standards,
as well as small substrates and eight inch wafers.
An automatic image acquisition and alignment algo-

rithm has been written which compares the spatial-
phases of an on-axis interference pattern in about
200 msec. These improvements will be incorpo-
rated in a system configuration, shown in figure 9,
which is consistent with those under development in
industry.
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Figure 9. Schematic of optical configuration for on-axis interfe

4.7 Optimization of Synchrotron-Based
X-ray Lithography
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There are two approaches to high flux x-ray
sources for commercial x-ray lithography: hot,
dense plasmas, generated either by lasers or elec-
trical discharges; and synchrotrons. Traditionally,

rometric alignment system.

the former have operated around A = 1.4 nm and
the latter below A = 1 nm, with a substantial frac-
tion of the absorbed power below the Si K edge at
0.7 nm. Operation at the shorter wavelengths dic-
tates thicker absorber (-0.6 pm) which becomes a
difficult task at 100 nm linewidths. Our analysis
indicates that the peak of the synchrotron spectrum
absorbed by resist can be shifted to 1 nm or even
longer without loss of exposure efficiency. This is
illustrated in figure 10. Such a shift would greatly
simplify the mask-making task. However, to
accomplish this the 25 pm-thick Be vacuum window
currently used in synchrotrons must be replaced by
a -2 pm-thick Si window. We have demonstrated
that SiNx membranes this thick can withstand a
pressure differential of one atmosphere. We are
currently testing various versions of elliptical (2.5 x
55 nm) windows as possible vacuum windows for
synchrotrons.
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By shifting the peak to longer wavelength, spectra B, C,Wavelength(nm)POWER ABSORBED IN PMMAFigure 10. Comparison of the current Helios synchrotron
spectrum (A) with four alternative spectra achieved by
use of a 2 cm-thick Si vacuum window and modification
of either the beam energy or the beam-line mirror angle.
By shifting the peak to longer wavelength, spectra B, C,
D, and E require thinner mask absorber and increase the
x-ray power absorbed in the resist. Spectrum E is pre-
ferred.

4.8 Achromatic Holographic
Lithography
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Holographic schemes are preferred for the fabri-
cation of periodic and quasi-periodic patterns that
must be spatially coherent over large areas, and
free of phase steps. For spatial periods below 200
nm, light sources with wavelengths below 200 nm

must be used. All such sources have limited
temporal coherence, and thus one is forced to
employ an achromatic scheme, such as shown in
figure 11. In order to make the apparatus more
reliable, the depth-of-focus had to be increased. To
this end, we introduced a collimating lens and a slit
scanning system. We have also incorporated a
white-light interferometer that utilizes optical paths
through the quartz plates that closely approximate
the paths of the exposing beams. A photodetector
and lock-in amplifier (figure 12) are used to find the
optimum sample position. With the substrate to be
exposed in place, the white light interferometer
ensures maximum fringe contrast during exposure
with the 193 nm deep-UV radiation. Using these
improvements, we can reliably expose 100 nm-
period gratings over areas of more than 2 cm 2. We
plan to use this system to fabricate 100 nm-period
x-ray masks and free-standing gratings for He atom
interferometry. We also plan to take the technique
one step further to 50 nm periods (25 nm lines and
spaces) using a 13 nm undulator as a source.

4.9 Ion Beam Lithography

Sponsor

Joint Services Electronics Program
Contract DAAL03-92-C-0001

Project Staff

Scott E. Silverman, Professor Henry I. Smith, Anto
Yasaka

Focused-ion-beam (FIB) systems are potentially
useful as nanolithography tools because of the near
absence of backscattering, which is a significant
problem in electron-beam lithography, especially on
high-atomic-number substrates. We currently work
with Be++ ions and have demonstrated 50 nm lines
and spaces. The FIB system is being modified to
accept an improved Be alloy source. We will
explore the feasibility of combining spatial-phase-
locking with FIB lithography. This could prove to be
the superior technology for making x-ray
nanolithography masks based on W absorbers.
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Figure 11. Achromatic-holographic lithography (AHL) configuration in which the separation between the substrate and
the second phase grating is controlled by a piezoelectric micrometer.
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Figure 12. Schematic of white-light interferometer used to match optical path lengths in the AHL configuration. A
collimated white-light beam is split into two paths and recombined to interfere at a photodiode. An interference peak,
detected via a lock in amplifier, indicates a matching of path lengths and hence maximum image contrast in the AHL
configuration.
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Figure 13. Schematic of 0.1 m channel-length self-aligned NMOSFET.
Figure 13. Schematic of 0.1 pm channel-length self-aligned NMVOSFET.

4.10 High Performance Self-aligned
Sub-100 nm MOSFETs Using X-ray
Lithography
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We have fabricated sub-0.1 pm N-channel
MOSFET devices using x-ray lithography.
Extremely well-controlled short-channel effects were
achieved through appropriate channel and
source/drain engineering.

Figure 13 shows the device schematic. The
retrograde channel doping profile was accomplished
using shallow indium and deep boron implants.
The source/drain halo extensions were formed
using a low energy arsenic implant with indium pre-
amorphization and counter-doping. The self-aligned
polysilicon gates were fabricated using x-ray
nanolithography and an anisotropic etching process.
The aligned, microgap x-ray exposures were carried
out using mesa-etched SiNx x-ray masks with Au
absorber pattern. The original (mother) mask pat-
terns were written at the NRL by e-beam lithog-

2 Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC.
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raphy, and then several duplicates (daughters) were
made using x-ray lithography. We have character-
ized the chemically amplified resist SAL-601 and
developed a process which allowed us to achieve
the minimum linewidths with control and a large
process latitude. This involved optimization of the
post exposure bake time and temperature. We
found that with a post-exposure temperature of
110 0C and a post-exposure baking time of 40
seconds, minimum linewidths of approximately 100
nm were obtained. To eliminate "skin" formation on
top of the SAL-601, a thin (200-250 nm) layer of
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, which is water soluble) was
spun on top of the resist. The resist served as a
mask for etching a thin LTO layer which, in turn,
acted as a hard mask for the selective anisotropic
etching of polysilicon using C12 plasma. Figure 14
shows the self-aligned SAL-601/LTO. Figure 15
shows a polysilicon gate defined by x-ray lithog-
raphy and C12 plasma etching.

Figure 16 shows the I-V characteristics of a
sub-0.1pm nMOSFET with Len of 850 nm and 5.3
nm gate oxide. This device has a current drive of
0.74 nA/pm and a saturated transconductance of
500 nS/mm at 2.0 V power supply with a threshold
voltage of 0.36 V and a sub-threshold slope of 88.1
mV/dec. This indicates that these 0.1pm MOSFET
devices fabricated by x-ray lithography exceed the
performance of the current state-of-the-art 0.1pm
MOSFET devices produced by e-beam lithography.

4.11 Fabrication of T-gate Devices
Using X-ray Lithography
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Monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs)
have potential applications in automobile navigation,
collision-avoidance, and personal wireless commu-
nication systems. High-speed MODFET devices
require very short gate lengths, while preserving
low resistance. Large gate widths are required for
high current drive. To meet these conflicting

demands, researchers have developed so-called
"T-gate" and "gamma-gate" processes in which the
base of the gate is very short (-100 nm) while the
upper part is large and overlaps the short base,
similar to a mushroom, or the letters T or G. Such
structures are readily achieved using direct-write
electron-beam lithography (EBL). However, this
technology is expensive, slow, and unlikely to meet
future production volume needs. For these
reasons, we developed a process for fabricating
T-gates using x-ray lithography. Initial results were
obtained using tri-layer PMMA. The three layers
consisted of a bottom one of 950K PMMA, a middle
layer of PMMA/MAA (the co-polymer of PMMA),
and an upper layer of 496K PMMA. These three
resists have different x-ray sensitivities. Exper-
imental results are shown in figures 17 and 18.

Figure 14. Patterning for MOSFET gate with x-ray
lithography exposure of chemically-amplified resist
SAL-601 and RIE of low-temperature oxide using CHF 3.

0.08 um
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F
Figure 15. Scanning-electron micrograph of high performance 0.1 pm NMOSFET.
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Only one alignment, one exposure, and one devel-
opment are required. However, the process latitude
is narrow, and the process may not be suitable for
manufacturing.

In order to enhance the process latitude, we are
pursuing a bi-layer process that utilizes high-
sensitivity chemically amplified resists. This
process has the flexibility that arises from two sepa-
rate alignments, exposures, and developments.

There are a number of interesting directions that
may be followed once a high latitude process is
established. For manufacturable MMIC systems,
both MESFETs and HEMTs are required for low-
noise and power applications. Initially, relatively
simple GaAs MESFETs will be studied, followed by
GaAs and InP HEMTs of varying degrees of com-
plexity. Further studies could include low-
temperature-grown GaAs MESFETs for high
breakdown voltages, self-aligned devices, or gate
materials other than Au, such as W.
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Figure 17. Scanning electron micrograph showing the resist profile cross-section for a 120 nm T-gate.
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Figure 18. Scanning electron micrograph of a 250 nm T-gate (Ti/Au) after lift-off.

4.12 Studies of Coulomb Charging Project Staff
mmmcts ana unneiin in emiona to
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Quantum-effect devices, whose minimum feature
sizes are comparable to the Fermi wavelength
(about 50 nm in a typical inversion layer), have
promising potential in novel electronics applications.
Quantum-dot devices have drawn particular atten-
tion. In such devices an electron gas is confined
electrostatically in all three dimensions, forming a

3 Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana.
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small "island" of electrons -100 nm, bounded on all
sides by potential walls. This small electron
"island" resembles an atom in that there can be
only an integer number of electrons, and these
electrons can occupy only certain discrete energy
levels. The conductance of the dot, when con-
nected to leads through tunneling barriers, exhibits
strong oscillations as the voltage of the gate is
varied. Each successive conductance maximum
corresponds to the discrete addition of a single
electron to the dot. At temperature in the mK
range, the conductance decreases by orders of
magnitude in between adjacent conductance
maxima because there is a large energy cost for an
electron in the lead to enter the dot. This energy
cost can be removed by changing the gate voltage,
resulting in the observed periodic dependence of
the conductance on gate voltage.

A variety of tunneling devices were fabricated using
x-ray nanolithography and measured at cryogenic
temperatures. The devices were fabricated on
modulation doped AIGaAs/GaAs substrates. After
mesa etch and deposition of ohmic contacts, x-ray
nanolithography was used to put down the gate
patterns. A typical fabrication sequence for the
gate level of a device design is shown in figure 19.
After the fabrication of the mother mask using
e-beam lithography and electroplating, a daughter
mask is made using x-ray lithography at a gap
between mother and daughter mask of about 1.5
pm (figure 19b). As an x-ray source we use an

electron bombarded copper target emitting CuL
x-rays (A = 1.3 nm). The daughter mask is then
used to expose device patterns on appropriate
semiconductor substrates, as illustrated. For the
gates, aluminum was evaporated to a thickness of
120 nm and lifted off. The ability of x-ray lithog-
raphy to expose vertical profiles in thick resists
ensures easy liftoff and simplifies device processing
because only one gate metalization is needed.

A novel type of quantum dot device, featuring
control over the shape of the quantum dot, was
also fabricated using x-ray nanolithography. The
device consists of four consecutive quantum point
contacts which can be controlled independently. A
quantum dot is produced by biasing two pairs of
quantum point contacts below the first subband.
This allows only tunneling into the out of the dot to
take place. The remaining gates can then be used
to sweep the electrochemical potential within the
dot. The size of the quantum dot can be adjusted
up to a size of 600 nm by biasing the two outer-
most quantum point contacts below the first
subband. A micrograph of the fabricated device is
shown in figure 20. The device was measured in
an Oxford Instruments 300 mK probe. Strong
Coulomb blockade oscillations were observed for
several Coulomb dot sizes at a temperature of 310
mK. Figure 21 shows a typical plot of conductance
versus gate voltage for a quantum dot defined by
the two outermost pairs of quantum point contacts.

Figure 19. Fabrication sequence of tunnel devices using x-ray nanolithography: (a) mother mask; (b) daughter mask;
(c) finished device.

devicemother mask daughter mask
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Figure 20. SEM micrograph of the variable sized quantum dot.
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Figure 21. Plot of conductance versus gate
point contacts.

voltage for a quantum dot defined by the two outermost pairs of quantum
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4.13 Dual Electron Waveguide Device
Fabricated Using X-ray Lithography

Sponsors

Advanced Research Projects Agency/
Naval Air Systems Command
Contract N00019-92-K-0021

National Science Foundation
Grant DMR 87-19217
Grant DMR 90-22933

Project Staff

Professor Jesis A. del Alamo, William Chu,
Christopher C. Eugster, Professor Henry I. Smith

Dual-electron-waveguide devices were fabricated
using x-ray nanolithography. An electron wave-
guide is essentially a one-dimensional channel in
which electrons travel without scattering. In our
device, two such channels are electrostatically
formed in close proximity to one another by
depleting those electrons in an AIGaAs/GaAs
modulation-doped heterostructure which reside
underneath the gates. The x-ray mask used in the
fabrication process was patterned using 50 keV
e-beam lithography at the Naval Research Labora-
tory. After replicating this mask to change its
polarity (using x-ray lithography), we align the
daughter mask to the AIGaAs/GaAs sample and
expose using x-ray nanolithography.

In an electron waveguide, much like in an optical
waveguide, discrete transverse modes arise due to
lateral confinement. The conductance of each
waveguide mode is equal to a fundamental con-
stant 2e 2/h. This results from the cancellation of
the energy dependence in the product of the 1D
density of states and the electron velocity. Figures
22 and 23 show the results of testing the dual elec-
tron waveguides at 1.6K.

4.14 Novel Mesoscopic
Superconducting Devices

Sponsor

Joint Services Electronics Program
Contract DAAL03-92-C-0001

Project Staff

Professor Dimitri A. Antoniadis, David J. Carter,
James J. Hugunin, Professor Terry P. Orlando, Pro-
fessor Henry I. Smith

Superconducting integrated circuits have demon-
strated fast switching speeds, low power dissipa-
tion, and low-loss wiring to distant devices. One of
the hurdles between these devices and a practical
technology is the lack of a useful three-terminal
device. We are currently addressing that problem
with the examination of several forms of supercon-
ducting FETs on both Si/Si0 2 and GaAs/AIGaAs.
By exploiting the quantum interference effects found
in very short channel devices (<100 nm), we
believe it will be possible to produce three-terminal
superconducting devices with gains greater than
unity.

In addition to the promise of a practical technology,
these devices can be used to investigate several
interesting questions in mesoscopic physics. In
particular, we are interested in the interaction
between the macroscopic quantum states in the
superconductor and the mesoscopic quantum
states available in traditional quantum-effect
devices. By exploiting our experience with quantum
dots and quantum point contacts on both Si/SiO2
and GaAs/AIGaAs, we hope to study the unique
effects predicted for these structures with supercon-
ducting contacts. These include quantization of the
superconducting critical current, supercurrent
carried by resonance states, and others.

4.15 Channel-Dropping Filters
Fabricated Using X-ray Lithography

Sponsors

Joint Services Electronics Program
Contract DAAL03-92-C-0001

U.S. Army Research Office
Grant DAAL93-92-G-0291

Project Staff

James M. Carter, Jay N. Damask, Juan Ferrera,
Professor Hermann A. Haus, Professor Leslie A.
Kolodziejski, Euclid E. Moon, Professor Henry I.
Smith, Vincent V. Wong
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Dual Electron-Waveguide Device
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Figure 22. Plot of conductance versus split-gate voltage (proportional to waveguide width) for each of two waveguides,
as illustrated. Note that conductance is approximately quantized in steps of 2e2/h.
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Family of Quantized Conductance Steps,
Revealing Location of Impurity
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Figure 23. Plot of conductance versus bottom gate voltage for several values of the middle gate bias, which has the
effect of shifting the location of the conducting channel. Perturbations of the conductance steps reveal the location of an
inpurity in the gap between gates.
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Channel-dropping filters (CDFs) are novel optoelec-
tronic devices which are promising candidates for
future wavelength-division-multiplexed optical com-
munication systems. Figure 24 shows a schematic
of a CDF. The device operation relies on the
frequency-selective nature of the quarterwave-
shifted (QWS) grating structure, commonly used to
improve longitudinal mode control in distributed
feedback (DFB) lasers. Such QWS-DFB structures
can interact with optical signals in such a way as to
selectively transmit, reflect or detect the signals
(i.e., wavelengths) that are resonant with the struc-
ture. We work with two material systems for the
optical waveguides: InGaAsP/InP and silica-on-
silicon. For such material systems the necessary
grating lengths can span over 1 mm and the grating
periods are -240 nm and -500 nm for InGaAsP/InP
and silica-on-silicon, respectively. Furthermore, the

Figure 24. Schematic of a
e-beam lithography system,
channel f2.

grating lines must be spatially-coherent to within
Ao/150 over the entire span to reduce linewidth
broadening and spectral offsets from the desired
resonance, and to avoid spurious responses in the
filter spectrum. Recently, we have developed a
new technique called spatial-phase-locked e-beam
lithography (SPLEBL) which has demonstrated an
interfield phase-locking precision standard deviation
of o- = 0.35 nm. Figure 4 of section 4.3 shows an
e-beam-written QWS-DFB grating with a period of
Ag = 230 nm. The continuity of the moir6 pattern
across the field boundaries indicates no discernible
stitching error, while the Tr-phase shift at the QWS
boundary (field 3) indicates a true A/4 phase step.
Using SPLEBL x-ray masks have been written with
several QWS-DFB gratings of various lengths and
periods.

quarter-wave-shifted channel-dropping filter. The gratings, which span several fields of an
must be precisely tuned and spatially coherent in order to selectively tap off the narrow

We are also utilizing a novel on-axis interferometric
alignment scheme to obtain sub-0.1 pm alignment
of the QWS-DFB grating (x-ray level) to the rib
waveguides (optical level). Such accuracy is nec-
essary to minimize the resonant effect of the

QWS-DFB grating on the unloaded waveguide, or
optical bus. X-ray lithography and reactive-ion-
etching in CHF 3 is then used to transfer the
QWS-DFB gratings into the rib waveguide.
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4.16 Ridge-Grating
Distributed-Feedback Lasers Fabricated
by X-ray Lithography

Sponsors

Joint Services Electronics Program
Contract DAAL03-92-C-0001

U.S. Army Research Office
Grant DAAL03-92-G-0291

Project Staff

James M. Carter, Woo-Young Choi, Juan Ferrera,
Professor Clifton G. Fonstad, Jr., Professor Henry I.
Smith, Vincent V. Wong

I VW940228.03

Figure 25. Schematic of novel DFB laser structure.

To realize such a device structure, we have devel-
oped a fabrication process that utilizes x-ray lithog-
raphy for the grating fabrication because it offers
good process latitude, high throughput, long-range
spatial-phase fidelity in the gratings, and large
depth-of-focus. After the epitaxial growth of a com-
plete InGaAIAs graded-index, separate-con-
finement, multi-quantum-well-layer diode structure,

Distributed-feedback lasers are essential compo-
nents in optical communications systems because
they operate in a single-longitudinal-mode and are
easily integrable with electronic drive circuitry. In
the fabrication of a typical DFB laser, an epitaxial
regrowth step is carried out on top of the grating,
which can be yield-limiting. In particular, because
of etch back the coupling constant after epi-growth
can be difficult to predict. We are developing a
novel DFB laser structure in which gratings are
etched on either side of a ridge waveguide, as
shown in figure 25. This structure eliminates the
need for regrowth and maximizes the utility of ridge-
waveguide devices, which are relatively simple to
fabricate. The structure also decouples materials
growth, waveguide fabrication and grating fabri-
cation, which should increase device yield.

by molecular-beam epitaxy on an InP substrate, a
3-4 pm-wide ridge waveguide is formed by CH4/H 2
reactive-ion-etching (RIE). A first-order grating with
a period of 230 nm for the target lasing wavelength
of 1.55 pm is then patterned in PMMA using x-ray
nanolithography, as shown in figure 26. The x-ray
mask is patterned using holographic lithography,
which guarantees excellent uniformity and long-

Ridge-Grating DFB Laser
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range spatial-phase coherence
lowed by gold electroplating.

in the grating, fol-

Figure 26. Pattern for DFB laser grating exposed using x-ray lithography (A = 230 nm). Ridge height is 1.0 pm.

Reactive-ion etching (RIE) in CHF 3 is used to
transfer the grating pattern from PMMA into an
oxide hard mask, and subsequent RIE in CH4/H 2 is
used to transfer the grating into both sides of the
ridge waveguide. Figure 27 shows an etched InP
grating of 250 nm depth next to a ridge waveguide
of 1 pm height. As shown, the etched gratings are
immediately adjacent to the ridge sidewall, which

maximizes the coupling. Figure 3b shows the same
InP grating in cross-section. Optical feedback
occurs via interaction of the lateral fields with the
grating. Holographic lithography could not be used
directly for the grating exposure because of trouble-
some coherent reflections from the ridge topog-
raphy.
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Figure 27. DFB laser grating etched into either side of ridge waveguide in InP using CHJH2 RIE. (A = 230 nm. Etch
depth = 250 nm).

For advanced optical communication systems (e.g.,
those implementing wavelength-division multi-
plexing) quarter-wave-shifted DFB lasers, hundreds
of microns in length, are necessary. This will
require x-ray masks made by e-beam lithography
that are free of distortion and stitching errors. As
described in section 4.3 we are pursuing a new
technique called spatial-phase-locked e-beam
lithography that we believe will solve the problems
of distortion and stitching errors.

4.17 Fabrication of Sub-micron MSM
Photodiodes by X-ray Lithography

Sponsor
Advanced Research Projects Agency/

Naval Air Systems Command
Contract N00019-92-K-0021

Project Staff

Professor Jesis A. del Alamo, Akbar A. Moolji, Pro-
fessor Henry I. Smith

Over the last few years, planar InGaAs-lnP-based
metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetectors
have attracted considerable interest. Among other
advantages, their ease of fabrication, high speeds
and their compatibility with field-effect transistors
are key features that make these devices good can-
didates for long wavelength, integrated optical com-
munication systems.

Figure 28. Schematic cross section of a standard MSM
photodetector.

Figure 28 is a schematic cross section of the
generic MSM photodetector. Work done in the past
on these devices has shown this particular combi-
nation of layers to be the one that optimizes the
operation of the detectors for long wavelengths.
The electrode fingers (marked alternately + and -)
act as collectors for carriers that are generated
when infra-red radiation impinges on the active
areas between them. The barrier enhancement
layer (50 nm InAIAs), directly below these fingers,
serves to enhance the Schottky barrier height of the
contact. Since InGaAs itself fails to form a good
Schottky contact, the insertion of this thin, high
bandgap layer is a necessity that helps suppress
the deleterious dark current in these devices. The
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300 nm InAIAs buffer layer that lies between the
active InGaAs and the semi-insulating InP layers, is
the most recent addition to the MSM structure. Its
presence has been shown to reduce the parasitic
capacitance of the structure over the 100 MHz - 1
GHz range, hence improving the RC-limited band-
width of the device substantially.

The main bottleneck for the detector bandwidth,
however, arises from the transit time of the carriers
in the region between the electrode fingers. It is
natural to expect that this limitation can be over-
come by reducing finger spacing. Detectors with
finger spacings down to 0.5 pm have already been
reported in the literature. Our efforts are now
geared towards pushing this limit even further. The
current work is an extension of an earlier effort,
made about two years ago at MIT, which yielded
good working devices with a bandwidth of about 6
GHz. The smallest finger spacing that was
achieved then was about 1 pm. Using otherwise
the same fabrication process, we will now pattern
the fingers by x-ray nanolithography. This will allow
us to scale the finger spacings down to almost 50
nm. Furthermore, the broad process latitude that
x-ray nanolithography provides should result in a
higher yield of good working devices. More impor-
tantly, from a long-range perspective, the large
depth-of-focus associated with this technology will
permit us to simultaneously fabricate sub-micron
size gates for FETs that may then be integrated
with these detectors.

As long as the device parasitics are not allowed to
dominate, and the detectors can operate in the
transit-time limited mode, our efforts should result in
structures with greatly improved frequency
responses.

4.18 Submicrometer-Period
Transmission Gratings for X-ray and
Atom-Beam Spectroscopy and
Interferometry

Sponsor

Joint Services Electronics Program
Contract DAAL03-92-C-0001

Project Staff

James M. Carter, Julie C.
Dr. Mark L. Schattenburg,
Henry I. Smith

Lew, Jeanne M. Porter,
Satyen Shah, Professor

Transmission gratings with periods of 100-1000 nm
are finding increasing utility in applications such as
x-ray, vacuum-ultraviolet, and atom-beam spectros-
copy and interferometry. Over 20 laboratories
around the world depend on MIT-supplied gratings
in their work. For x-ray and VUV spectroscopy,
gratings are made of gold and have periods of
100-1000 nm and thicknesses ranging from
100-1000 nm. They are most commonly used for
spectroscopy of the x-ray emission from high-
temperature plasmas. Transmission gratings are
supported on thin (1 mm) polyimide membranes or
made self supporting ("free standing") by the addi-
tion of crossing struts (mesh). (For short x-ray
wavelengths membrane support is desired, while for
the long wavelengths a mesh support is preferred in
order to increase efficiency.) Fabrication is per-
formed by holographic lithography, reactive-ion
etching and electroplating. Progress in this area
tends to focus on improving the yield and flexibility
of the fabrication procedures.

Another application is the diffraction of neutral atom
beams by mesh supported gratings. Lithographic
(holographic and UV proximity) and etching proce-
dures have been developed for fabricating free-
standing gratings in thin silicon nitride SiNx
supported in a Si frame. Figure 29 illustrates the
configuration and the method employed to verify
freedom from distortion.

We have recently established a collaboration with
the Max Planck Institute in Goettingen, Germany,
where they will utilize our gratings of 200 and 100
nm period (see section 4.8) in diffraction and inter-
ferometer experiments using He atom beams. In
addition, free-standing zone plates for use in atom
focusing experiments will also be fabricated in SNx.

4.19 High-Dispersion, High Efficiency
Transmission Gratings for
Astrophysical X-ray Spectroscopy

Sponsor

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Contract NAS8-36748

Project Staff

Richard J. Aucoin, Professor Claude R. Canizares,
Robert C. Fleming, Jeanne Porter, Dr. Mark L.
Schattenburg, Professor Henry I. Smith
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Figure 29. Schematic of the free-standing SiN, gratings of 200 nm period. In order to verify that these gratings are free
of distortion, chromium atoms were evaporated through the free-standing grating onto a holographically exposed grating
of the same period. The resulting moir6 fringes reveal the absence of any systematic distortion.
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Through a collaboration between the Center for
Space Research and the NanoStructures Labora-
tory (NSL), transmission gratings are provided for
the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)
x-ray telescope, currently scheduled for launch in
1998. Many hundreds of low-distortion, large-area,
gold transmission gratings of 200 nm period and
400 nm period are required. These will provide
high resolution x-ray spectroscopy of astrophysical
sources in the 100 eV to 10 keV band.

Because of the requirements of low distortion, high
yield, and manufacturability, a fabrication procedure
involving holographic lithography has been
selected. In order to ensure spatial-period fidelity,
master reference gratings are used to periodically
recalibrate the holography system. The grating pat-
terns are transferred into the substrate using a tri-
level resist scheme and reactive-ion etching,
followed by gold electroplating. An etching step
then yields membrane-supported gratings suitable
for space use. Flight prototype gratings have been
fabricated and continue to undergo space-
worthiness tests. Progress in this area focuses on
increasing the yield and flexibility of the fabrication
procedures and perfection of grating evaluation
tests.

4.20 GaAs Epitaxy on
Sawtooth-Patterned Silicon

Sponsor

Joint Services Electronics Program
Contract DAAL03-92-C-0001

Project Staff

Sean M. Donovan, Professor Khalid Ismail, 4 Pro-
fessor Leslie Kolodziejski, Professor Henry I. Smith,
Professor Carl V. Thompson

The growth of GaAs on Si offers the possibility of
combining high-speed and optoelectronic GaAs
devices with Si integrated-circuit technology. Ordi-
narily, the 4.1 percent mismatch between the two
materials leads to high dislocation densities.
However, it has been shown here that when GaAs
is grown on sawtooth-patterned Si substrates, the
dislocation density is less than 105/cm2 , orders of
magnitude lower than in GaAs films grown on
planar Si substrates. We investigate this effect
both for its potential of greatly improving the quality
of GaAs on Si and as a model for understanding

the mechanism of dislocation reduction. Oriented
gratings of 200 nm period are fabricated in Si3N4 on
(100) Si substrates using holographic lithography.
Anistrotropic etching in KOH is then used to
produce sawtooth-profile gratings in the Si. Then
these serve as substrates for GaAs growth by gas
source MBE.
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